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Process control systems (PCS), sometimes referred to as industrial control systems (ICS), function as equipment parts along the production line during production and test the process in a variety of ways and return data for monitoring and troubleshooting. There are many types of process
control systems, including controller control and data collection (SCADA), programmable logic controllers (PLC), or distributed control systems (DCS), and they work to collect and transmit data obtained during the manufacturing process. PCS can be a relatively simple element with a
sensor, often referred to as the primary converter, that inputs with a controller that processes input and a receiver that processes the output. More complex PCS devices are robotic and perform many tasks. PCS devices can transmit their data to the company's enterprise resource planning
(ERP) computer application through middleware called a production execution system (MES). A large number of measurements can be made on production lines. A equipment sensor can take many measurements such as pressure, flow rate, density, acidity, speed, speed, stress,
temperature and weight. In addition, sensors can detect whether a process such as filling the bottle has taken place, the correct pressure has been reached, or if a certain temperature has been reached. Production lines have many sensors that fall below some different areas, such as
pressure sensors, flow meters, force sensors and temperature sensors. A pressure sensor can be mechanically triggered when passing a matter sensor. In its basic form, a pressure sensor shows reading on a dial attached to the sensor, but you can also transmit readings to the electronic
MES application. Other types of sensors include: Piston pressure sensor: The pressure of the substance in the production line can push the piston, which compresses a spring. Spring movement shows pressure. Aperture: Aperture pressure is affected by small amounts, and this is shown on
a dial. Bourdon tube: This hollow tube flattens under pressure application. It can be used to measure pressure differences. The flow meter measures the linear, non-linear, mass or volumel flow rate of a liquid or gas. When selecting a flow meter for a production line, you need to know about
the relevant fluid, ease, and how to record the flow. Flow meter types include: Positive displacement: These flow meters use a mechanical effect to measure flow. The rotation speed of the meter shows the flow of the liquid. Differential: The differential flow meter defines the flow and converts
it into a measurable differential pressure. Inferential: The inferential flow meter measures the flow according to the effect of the flow. It can be a simple rotor handle that is moved by flow. The faster the rotor moves, the faster the flow. A sensor forces and applied torque measurements.
These sensors usually include ary meters and can transmit the necessary information for force measurements. Force sensors can be mechanical, hydraulic or electrical lycia meters. Mechanical: These function similarly to the operation of a normal scale on which it moves under a spring
force application. A spring deviation is directly proportional to the applied force, so the motion is shown on a scale. Hydraulics: Often referred to as hydraulic load cells. The cell contains fluid, there is pressure when a force is applied. The sensor takes the measurement by displaying the
pressure on the dial. Thing indicator: This metal cylinder is compressed under a force application. The contraction in the cylinder is measurable because the force causes increased resistance measured by an applied electrical current. The temperature sensor converts the temperature to
another quantity for the dial, such as mechanical movement or electrical voltage. Thermocouple: Thomas Seebeck discovered that when exposed to any conductive thermal gradient, it created a tension. Thermocouples are usually wires that are isolated from each other with plastic or glass
fiber materials. Liquid expansion: These sensors work as thermometers that can be filled with mercury or evaporating liquid used in refrigerators. Temperature changes cause the liquid to expand or evaporate, so the sensor is pressurized. The change is shown in a simple pressure gauge.
Bimetalic: When the two metals are hard-pressed into two-layer strips, the expansion rate difference between the two metals causes the strip to bend. For sensors on the production line, the strip is bent into a long thin coil inside a tube. One end is fixed at the bottom of the tube and the
other turns and carries a pointer on a dial. Distribution systems cover every aspect of getting your product to your customer. Distribution systems can be as simple as street vending machines or as complex and complex as international shipping networks. They are central to a company's
success because they are directly related to keeping money flowing, and provide the final link between creating a product and making it available to the target market. Direct sale includes the transfer of goods between the manufacturer and the buyer, without the participation of the agents.
When a baker sells you a loaf of bread, it sells directly without an intermediary. Direct sales allows skilled and stable manufacturers to provide their customers with the best possible value, as most of the purchase price goes to building rather than marketing the product. Direct sales,
however, limit a company's access to sales that it can make on its own or online. Wholesale includes selling a product to a merchant or agent that makes it available to customers. Wholesale distribution is a manufacturer's sales process to a store or representative. This arrangement also
allows a manufacturer to focus more on production than marketing, making it more productive. But wholesale distribution systems can sometimes hurt the sales of a product because the best seller for a product knows best and is the most passionate manufacturer about it. Distributing a
product through a distributorship includes multiple wholesale accounts and providing a great outfit with significant geographic access. Distributorship can open up new markets for products by making them widely available. But working with a distributorship also significantly reduces the
amount paid for its product because it must be marked by a number of agents before a manufacturer can reach the end user. A working relationship with distributorship is a good idea for a manufacturer, but not for a tradesman. Another way to distribute your company's offerings is to market
and deliver in terms of services more than goods. Manufacturers can sell equipment to other companies to install either in furnaces, or they can increase the value of what they provide by making a full package ready, including equipment, installation, service and maintenance. Marketing
and distributing a process (heating) instead of a product (oven) builds customer relationships and allows your company to expand creatively. Most of my DIY equipment is not available in your country on this site is 6 inches tall so I started teasing the device in a drawing program. First, I
tried to fit the pieces into the 6 x 3 x 6 inch box so I wouldn't have to expand the size of my concept to 6 x 6 x 6 inches. The 6 inch limitation means I have to cut the long circuit cards held in half switches and LEDs. I looked at possible places to cut the board (a minimum number of traces)
and cut this off from my bandsaw. I'll tie the tracks to the wire later. The original PowerDirector had 5 controlled sockets and a hidden internal socket controlled by the Master switch. I've decided to bring the master's socket to the front panel. Once my drawings pulled measurements on a
happy white Pergo laminate flooring 6 x 6 inch piece with general track placements and cut holes with a drill and a dremel. Upon checking I had to drill this again and fill the wrong holes so I found that the holes for switches and LEDs were messed up. He's starting to fill in the pieces. Ac IEC
sockets are then placed in two sets of PCB for switches and LEDs. The wiring diagram shows electrical connections. The live cable from an IEC men's socket (at the back of the chassis) is connected to the re-adjustable fuse and then to the filter card. The filter board also had two cables,
one neutral and the other for the floor, three of which were suspected. There were three cables on the exit of the filter card; A black wire for filtered LIVE AC leading to the master key; filtered for a wire and a thin wire for LED commons. The other keys were opened with the Master key. The
black Live wires from the switches were cut and then pushed into the relevant slots of the IEC sockets. I've never used these push sockets before. The push of the wire causes the insulation to be cut off by the metal pin inside the socket and the exposed wire establishing good electrical
contact with the pin. After the live cables with the switch were installed, I used a long piece of black wire left over from the cutting process and placed them in the earth pins. A separate wire was placed on the neutral pins of the sockets. The wiring was repeated for the other side. A loop
entered the Earth and Neutral cables so I could connect the two sides and connect to the filter card. PowerDirector's IEC slots came with caps that were later reinstalled. I checked the wires with an ohmmeter. He seemed fine. Good.
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